The main object of this work is to provide a technical way that permits the choice of the most accurate numerical method to simulate nonlinear SDE where no analytical solution is available. In particular, numerical solution of the deterministic duffing -oscillator and stochastic Duffing-oscillator is given in a numerical way. An easy and useful introduction to numerical methods for stochastic differential equations is given. Moreover, we use different numerical methods. We solve nonlinear stochastic differential equations and we simulate stochastic process. Also, in this study, we calculate errors. As a result, this gives criterions for the choice of the efficient method. After the method is pointed out it is implemented to solve the Duffing-oscillator without noise and with noise.
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Introduction
Computational stochastic differential equation models play a prominent role in a range of many application areas, including biology, chemistry, epidemiology, mechanics, microelectronics, economics, and finance [7] , [8] , [1] and [6] . In all cases, it is necessary to define in an indirect way the Wiener process and stochastic differential equations in their general forms to establish a structured computational model. In particular duffing-oscillator without noise and with noise are important examples which can arise when addressing stability and bifurcation issues. In this paper, we will introduce the main numerical methods, namely, Euler-Maruyama method, Milstein method, explicit 1.5 Order Runge-Kutta method, weak 2.0 Order Runge-Kutta method, strong 1.0 Order Runge-Kutta method, strong 1.5 Order Runge-Kutta method, weak 2.0 Order Taylor method and strong 1.5 Order Taylor method. Also, we will give a general definitions of nonlinear SDEs [4] , [5] and [9] . We will apply different numerical schemes to examples of SDEs. We will compare results obtained by deterministic solution to results of numerical simulation given by MATLAB software [3] . We will study the efficacity of the methods by calculating errors. This comparison will provide criterions for the choice of most efficient method in each studied case. Also, this operation will provide a comparative study of the accuracy of a number of numerical methods accuracy in the solution of the SDEs. This study is used to point out the most accurate method that should be used to solve in a numerical way a class of SDEs that does not have analytical solutions. In this paper, first, we will introduce the SDE treatment. We will emphasize nonlinear SDE and a class of SDE that contains trigonometric periodic functions.Then we will use some numerical methods to solve three equations of this class and we will present, for these methods, a comparative study of accuracy based on absolute and strong error calculations using available analytical solutions. This operation will distinguish most accurate numerical method for this kind of SDE. Finally, we will treat essentially the Duffing-oscillator without noise and with noise. Numerical simulation of this equation is presented and discussed. This contribution should be a first step in a general scientific approach to classify nonlinear SDE according to the most successful numerical method of solution.
Stochastic Differential Equations: SDEs
Let X = (Ω, F, P) be a complete probability space with a filtration {F t } t≥0 satisfying the usual conditions. A Stochastic Differential Equation of Itô type is defined in the following form:
is Wiener process on the space X and X 0 is an F t -mesurable R m -valued random variable such that E|X 0 | p < ∞, p > 0. First, we give the definition of a solution of Nonlinear SDE (1), (see [7] ).
2.1.
Definition. An R m -valued stochastic process {X(t)} t 0 ≤t≤T is called a solution of equation (1) if it has the following properties :
(i): {X(t)} is continuous and (1) holds for every t ∈ [t 0 , T ] with probability 1.
A solution {X(t)} is said to be unique if any other solution { X(t)} is indistinguishable from {X(t)}, that is P{X(t) = X(t), ∀t ∈ [t 0 , T ]} = 1.
The following theorem prepares the conditions that guarantee the existence and the uniqueness of solution to equation (1). 2.2. Theorem. Assume that there exist two positive constants k and K such that
3. Numerical Scheme 3.1. Euler-Maruyama Method. The Euler-Maruyama approximation is one of the simplest time discrete approximation of an Itô process [2] , [4] and [5] . Let{X t } be an Itô process,on t ∈ [0, T ] satisfying the stochastic differential equation
In the 1-dimensional case d = m = 1, for a given discretization t 0 < t 1 < ....... < t N = T , the Euler scheme has the form
where ∆ = t n+1 − t n is the length of the time discretization subinterval [t n , t n+1 ] and ∆W = W t n+1 − W tn The scheme of Euler it is an order 0.5 strong Itô-Taylor approximation. In the multi-dimensional case with scalar noise, d = 1, 2...... and m = 1, the kth component of the Euler scheme is given by 
This scheme has strong order 1, meaning that the approximation error of the actual solution at a fixed time scales with the time step δ. It has also weak order 1, meaning that the error on the statistics of the solution scales with the time step ∆.
3.3. Strong 1.0 order Runge-Kutta Method.
where
The orders of the methods introduced here for SDEs, 1/2 for Euler-Maruyama and 1 for Milstein and the Runge-Kutta counterpart, would be considered low by ODE standards. Higher-order methods can be developed for SDEs, but become much more complicated as the order grows.
3.4. Explicit Strong 1.5 order Runge-Kutta Method. we propose the explicit Runge-Kutta method,which we call Explicit Strong Order 1.5 RungeKutta Method
where the additional random variable ∆Z is normally distributed with mean 0,variance E(∆Z 2 ) = Note that ∆Z can be generated as
where ∆V is chosen independently from (∆)N (0, 1).
3.5. Weak 2.0 order Runge-Kutta Method. Platen [9] proposed the following Weak Order 2 Runge-Kutta Method:
. Weak 2.0 order Taylor Method. This strong order 1.5 Taylor Method is proposed by Platen [9] .
3.7. Milstein Method. We shall now examine a scheme proposed by Milstein, which turns out to be an order 1.0 strong Taylor scheme [4] and [5] . In the 1-dimensional case with d = m = 1, we add to the Euler scheme the term
From the Itô-Taylor expansion,then we obtain the Milstein scheme:
In the multi-dimensional case with scalar noise, d = 1, 2...... and m = 1, the kth component of the Milstein scheme is given by
In the general multi-dimensional case with m, d = 1, 2,......the kth component of the Milstein scheme has the form
in terms of multiple Itô integrals
if multiple Stratonovich integrals J (j 1 ,j 2 ) are used. The Milstein approximation thus represents both the order 1.0 strong Itô-Taylor approximation and the order 1.0 strong Stratonovich-Taylor approximation. For j 1 = j 2 with j 1 , j 2 = 1, .......m the multiple stochastic integrals
for j= 1,2,......,m, the corrected drift has the form
3.8. Strong 1.5 order Taylor Method. This strong order 1.5 Taylor Method is proposed by Platen [9] .
In the general case with d = 1, 2, ......and m = 1 the kth component of the order 1.5 strong Taylor scheme takes the form
In the general case with m, d = 1, 2,......the kth component of the order 1.5 strong Taylor scheme takes the form
and ξ j , ξ j,1 , ......ξ j,p , are independent standard Gaussian random variables.
Calculating Error
In this work, we introduce three methods of calculating error:
4.1. Absolute Error. Usually we don't know the solution of a stochastic differential equation explicitly, which is why we do simulation. But if we do happen know the solution explicitly, we can use the absolute error ( ) criterion to calculate error. It is simply the expectation of the absolute value of the difference between the approximation and the Itô process at time T, ∆ = E(|X app (t i ) − X true (t i )|) where t i = i∆; i = 1.....N and E denotes the mean value. We repeat N different simulation of sample paths of the Itô process and their Euler approximation corresponding to the same sample paths of the Wiener process and estimate the absolute error (˜ ) bỹ
The simulation into batches of N simulations each and estimate the variance of˜ in the following way. We denote by X B k true (t i ) the value of the kth generated Euler trajectory in the kth bath at time t i and by X B k app (t i ) the corresponding value of the Itô process. Keeping in mind that the strong error is calculated in different paths of Wiener process (M) and different stepsize (∆).
In our numerical tests, we will focus on the error at the end point t N = T, so we let
Absolute Strong Error. Now we will calculate the absolute strong error which is the same of absolute error but calculated for several Wiener processes and different stepsize (∆) given by following expression
Numerical Results

Example 1.
In this example, we consider the following nonlinear stochastic differential equation:
The exact solution is X(t) = arctan(a W (t) + tan(X 0 )) which is taken by books [4] For a = 1 and X 0 = 0, we simulated the numerical exact and approximation solution by different methods, for stepsize (∆ = 0.01). 
The exact solution is which is taken by books [4] ,we simulated the numerical exact and approximation solution by different methods, for stepsize (∆ = 0.01). (21) 5.3. Example 3. We consider the following nonlinear stochastic differential equation:
The exact solution is X(t) = arccot(a W (t)+cot(X 0 )) which is taken by books [4] For a = 1 , we simulated the numerical exact and approximation solution by different methods, for stepsize (∆ = 0.01). In all treated examples, we have compared the performance of eight numerical methods. All these methods use well known and classical approximation schemes. We have presented in figure 2 , figure  4 and figure 6 behaviors of errors to exact solutions for all the used methods.In all figures of error the top line is given by the Euler-Maruyama scheme (EM). The second line below is given by Milstein scheme (M). The third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth and the seventh lines below always seam to coincide, representing explicit 1.5 order Runge-kutta (ERK), weak 2.0 Order Runge Kutta (WRK), strong 1.0 Order Runge-kutta (SRK1), strong 1.5 Order Runge-kutta (SRK15) and weak 2.0 Order Taylor ( WT ) schemes respectively. The eighth line below is given by strong 1.5 Order Taylor method (ST). It has to be pointed out, that the worst performance can be attribuated to EulerMaruyama scheme. Except strong 1.5 Order Taylor method, the performances of the other methods are always the same and they still perform better than Euler-Maruyama scheme. It is obvious that the best performance can be attribuated to strong 1.5 Order Taylor method. And this is confirmed through the three kinds of calculating errors presented in table 2, 4, 6. This provides a systemic way to point out the best performance and to select the most accurate method which is in this case the strong 1.5 order Taylor scheme. Thus, we will use it below to solve the Duffing -oscillator without noise and with noise. It should be noted that, there is no analytical available solution of this SDE. So, we treat it by the best performing numerical method.
5.5. Application: Duffing-oscillator. The solution x(t; x) of an ordinary differential equation with initial value x(0; x) = x depends smoothly on x under typical regularity conditions. In fact, for each fixed time instant t the mapping T t of the state space into itself defined by T t (x) = x(t; x) is a diffeomorphism.
Similarly, the mapping T t,w defined by T t,w (x) = X x t (w) for the solution X x t of a stochastic differential equation with deterministic initial value X x 0 (w) = x is also a diffeomorphism, even though the sample paths themselves are only continuous in time t. This property underlies a method of visualization of global dynamical behaviour in which a large number of solutions corresponding to a grid of initial values is followed simultaneously; in the stochastic case, the same noise sample path is used for solutions starting in a grid of deterministic initial values. In view of the diffeomorphism property none of these paths can intersect each other. The ability of a strong numerical scheme to preserve this property is an indication of its accuracy. We consider a simplified version of a Duffing-oscillatorẍ +ẋ − (α − x 2 )x = σxξ driven by multiplicative white noise ξ , where a is a real-valued parameter. The corresponding Itøstochastic differential equation is 2-dimensional, with components X and Y representing the displacement x and speedẋ, respectively, namely
where W = W t , t ≥ 0 is a 1-dimensional standard Wiener process and σ ≥ 0 controls the intensity of the multiplicative noise. We begin with the phase plane of the deterministic version of (23) with σ ≡ 0 . It has the steady states. Figure 7 we see that the typical trajectory starting with nonzero displacement and zero speed is oscillatory and is attracted to one or the other of the nontrivial steady states (±1, 0). We could determine the regions of attraction of these two steady states by appropriately marking each initial value on the phase plane according to the steady solution which attracts the trajectory starting there. After we include noise with small strength and repeat the above calculations, we respect the same case as president but we will change the diffusion coefficient (σ = 0.5).
We using the same driving sample path of the Wiener process for each trajectory starting at the different initial values. We observe in figure 8 that the trajectories are now random in appearance, with paths usually remaining near to each other until they come close to the origin (0,0), after which they separate and are attracted into the neighborhood of either (-1,0) or (1,0) . We shall examine the effect of a stronger multiplicative noise in the Duffing-oscillator. Then We will repeat the same case as president but we will change the diffusion coefficient (σ = 1). See Figure 9 . Using the same sample path of the Wiener process for each of the initial values. It is now quite obvious that while the noisy trajectories are initially attracted by one or the other of the points (±1, 0), not all of them remain indefinitely in the vicinity of the same point. Instead, after spending a period of time near one of the points, the trajectories switch over to the other point, which first happens in figure 10 at about the time ∆ = 2 7 . This might be interpreted as a form of tunneling. To convince ourselves of the reliability of the above results, we could repeat the calculations using a smaller step size or some other strong scheme. While the quantitative details may then differ, the qualitative picture should be much the same. With this check we may be able to avoid results that are only an artifice of a particular numerical scheme. It turns out that higher order schemes can, for instance, ensure the preservation over a long period of time of the important diffeomorphism property that neighboring particles remain neighbors. Finally the influence of Gaussian noise-induced stochastic bifurcations, and the dynamical influence of correlation time and noise intensity in a Duffingoscillator. In the deterministic case, oscillator is characterized with a coexistence of a stable limit cycle and a stable equilibrium state. We find that under the influence of noise, their dynamics can be well characterized through the concept of stochastic bifurcation, consisting in a qualitative change of the stationary amplitude distribution. The Duffing-oscillator analytical results, obtained for a quasiharmonic approach, are compared with the result of direct computer simulations.
5.7.
Conclusion. This paper is trying to contribute in improving the classification of SDEs depending on the most performing numerical scheme of solution. In this work, the duffing-oscillator and the influence of additive gaussian white noise on duffing-oscillator are particularly studied. We pointed out the most performing numerical method through experimentation of a great number of famous used methods in similar cases. Calculations of three errors types are carried out to perform a diagnosis of all numerical methods. We claim that this way could be generalized an pointing out of the most accurate numerical implementation when there is no analytical solution of the SDE.
